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DIANA'S BUILDING ENTRANCE eN)
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NOTE:
INT. DIANA'S BUILDING ENTRANCE (N) HAS BEEN ADDED.

BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
"A Time To Heal"
ACT ONE
FADE IN:
1

EXT. CEMETERY

NIGHT

1

(MATCH SHOT FROM PREVIOUS EPISO.DE)
Diana stands before Vincent, his unconscious body draped
over the gravestone that bears the name of Catherine
Chandler. A strong breeze blows over Diana's face:
a
complex mask of awe and confused curiosity. But beneath
it, an exceptional mind is working, connect~ng, trying to
process the impossible. As CAMERA MOVES IN SLOWLY on her
face, flash·inter~ut with:
2

A) INT. DIANA'S LOFT

NIGHT

:2

Diana talking to Joe (from "Beggar's Comet"):
DIANA
••• The coroner said it looked
more like an animal attack than
a murder .••

I
3

B). INT. HOSPITAL WAITING ROOM

NIGHT

3

Joe' shakes hi's head as he tries to answ'er Diana's question
(from
"Walk Slowly"):
,
JOE
She was funny about that •••
4

C) INT.

DIANA'S LOFT

4

NIGHT

Joe recounts the strange events surrounding Cathy's murder
(from "Walk Slowly"):
JOE
Up seventeen flights, with no
witnesses •••
5

D)

INT.

DIANA'S LOFT

5

NIGHT

Diana talking to Joe (from "Beggar's Comet"):
(CONTINUED)

...,
.....

5

CONTINUED:

5

DIANA
... He was her protector ...
6

E)

INT.

SUB-BASEMENT

DAY

6

Diana standing in the dusty light, sensing the significance
of this place (from "When Churchyards Yawn"). As the
CAMERA MOVES IN on her face ••.
MATCH CUT TO:
7

EXT.

CEMETERY

NIGHT

7

MOVING IN CLOSE ON DIANA
Fear and curiosity vanish as her eyes sparkle with wonder:'
then, with the certain knowledge of discovery.
DIANA
Vincent ...
CUT TO:
8

EXT.

CEMETARY

NIGHT

8

Diana races desperately through the darkened cemetery, past
hulking gravestones and mausoleums, until she stops,
breathless ...
9

9

HER POV
About a hundred yards away, small wooden shack with a low
light on, inside.

10

I
~

10

RESUME DIANA
as she runs toward it ...

11

11

ANOTHER ANGLE
as Diana approaches the shack, she hears the tinny sound of
a transistor radio tuned to an AM Spanish language station.
She peers inside ... and JORGE QUINONES, 20, jumps for fear
at Diana's sudden appearance~

1
l

I
~

I
I

JORGE
Jesus I Lady ...
(CONTINUED)

3.
11

CONTINUED:

11

Diana tries to catch her breath ...

DIANA
I'm sorry ... I didn't mean to
frighten you .•.
g \

Jorge swings the heavy duty flashlight -- the room's only
source of light -- toward Diana, blinding her.
She shields
her eyes.

JORGE
What the hell you doing here?
DIANA
Please .•• I need your help.
Jorge sees that this woman means no harm, and adjusts the
light •••

JORGE
What kind of help you heed
midnight in the middle of a
blackout?
DIANA
It won't take long.
tops ....
(then)
I'll pay you.

An hour,

JORGE
How much?
As Diana digs into her purse and hurriedly counts out the
twenties, tens, fives, ones .•• everyting she has in it .•.
DIANA
Here's a hundred ...
But Jorge doesn't take the money right away.

JORGE
You still ain't told me what it's
for.
DIANA
A friend.
He is at once wary and amused by such a meager exp

JORGE
A friend ... ?
(CONTINUED)

lnation.

-.-.~ ----.-'--~~---

- ------------------'
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CONTINUED:

4.

(2)

11

DIANA
Yes •••
Somehow Jorge doesn't press it any further.
woman's desperation, weighs it •••
JORGE
I'm the watchman here, Lady.
got a job to do •••

He senses this

I

Then he smiles and takes the money from her.
JORGE
But for a beautiful woman I can
make certain allowances.
CUT TO:

12

EXT.

CEMETERY

NIGHT

12

LONG SHOT
Diana and Jorge walk down the gravelled vein that cuts
through here. Jorge's beam lighting the way •••

13

EXT. CEMETERY - NIGHT
MOVING
(FORMERLY: INT. CAR - NIGHT - MOVING)
with Diana and Jorge, who is beginning to doubt his
decision to help this woman.

*
*
13

*

JORGE
So where we going, lady?
DIANA
Just a little further.
After a few

beats~

Diana points.

*

DIANA
Over there.

14

THEIR POV
Vincent's dark huddled ma.s, swept over by Jorge's
flashlight.

15

RESUME SCENE
AS they come upon Vincent.

14

*
15

*

*
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DIANA

16

16

moves quickly to Vincent's side, drawing the hood even
tighter around his face, until it is completely obscured.
ANOTHER ANGLE

17

17

as Jorge ENTERS FRAME, standing over them.
JORGE
What happened? He drink too much?
DIANA
(distracted)
I don' t know •••
Jorge hunkers beside her.
JORGE
Better give him some air.
As he reaches to pull down
Jorge's hand.

Vincent'~

hood, Diana grabs

DIANA
No.
Jorge pulls his hand away.
Hey, okay.

JORGE
No problem.

By now, Jorge really regrets ever having taken this
assignment. As she slings Vincent's arm over her
shoulder •••

*

*
*

DIANA
Come on, give me a hand.
Jorge shakes his head, mutters to himself:
JORGE
Fine. Don't even tell me what
this is about, 'cause I don't
wanna know. I got enough
headaches.

*

*

Vi

(CONTINUED)

5•
16

DIANA

16

moves quickly to Vincent's side, drawing the hood even
tighter around his face, until it is completely obscured.
17

ANOTHER ANGLE

17

as Jorge ENTERS FRAME, standing over them.
JORGE
What happened? He drink too much?
DIANA
(distracted)
I don't know •.•
Jorge hunkers

besid~

her.

JORGE
Better give him some air.
As he reaches to pull down Vincent's hood, Diana qrabs
Jorge's hand.
DIANA
No.
Jorge pulls his hand away.
(

Hey, okay.

JORGE
No problem.

He shakes his head, by now really regretting ever having
taken this assignment.
JORGE
I think you're crazy, lady. You
know that? I really think you're
crazy.
DIANA
You may be right.
As she slings Vincent's arm over her shoulder •..
DIANA
Come on, give me a hand.
Jorge regards her.
JORGE
Don't even tell me what this is
about, 'cause I don't, wanna know.
I got enough headaches.
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

17

And as he moves around to the other side •.•
JORGE
Live here long enough, you stop
asking questions, you know what
I mean? 'Cause it's a crazy
place, New York City. I'm tellin'
you •••
DISSOLVE TO:
18

INT.

CHAMBER OF THE FALLS

NIGHT

18

Father sits alone, staring out over the yawning precipice,
listening to the distant and soothing tumble of water over
smooth stone. His thoughts, however, are far more
turbulent .•• and are reflected in his deep-circled eyes ...
Tentatively, MARY enters. Hearing her soft footfall,
Father turns.
FATHER
Mary .••
She lingers in the archway.

l~
II

I

FATHER
Come, sit.
Father makes room for her on the stone bench.

She sits.

MARY
You should sleep •••
FATHER
I wish I could.
After a beat:
MARY

It's Vincent •.•
Father acknowledges this.
FATHER
I'm afraid for him.
afraid ...

Terribly

*
*

MARY
We all are ...

*

FATHER
If there's one person I'd hoped
to shelter from the world ••.

*

(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

18

Father trails off, as the inadequacy of his efforts
overcome him.
I

MARY

(comforting)
Father •••
I know.
hope.

FATHER
It was an impossible

Plagued with self-doubt, Father shakes his head ..•

*

FATHER
It makes me question the worth
of everything we've taught
ourselves ••• all we've learned.
We struggle so hard to maintain
this isolation, this •••
separateness •••
(a desperate appeal ) .
what kind of legacy is that to
leave ou~ people?

*

Mary remains firm in her conviction.

*

MARY

The legacy of love. The capacity
to love ourselves ••• and to love
each other.
FATHER
I'm afraid love holds no s~ay
where Vincent's fate has taken
him.

All Mary can do is reach out and touch Father's troubled
brow, as we:
19

INT.

DIANA'S LOFT

BEDROOM

NIGHT

*

*

*

*
19

Simple and sparsely furnished, organized around a large bed
upon which Vincent now lays unconscious. Through his
burned and grime-covered face, a thick patch of blood oozes
along the side of his head. Diana regards him, trying to
push back her own fear.
She extends a tentative hand •. ,
and touches his face.
She looks at the fresh blood on her
fingers, and this seems to stifle any further indecision,
as she girds herself ...
CUT TO:
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8.

CONTINUED:

19

SERIES OF SHOTS
Diana works quickly, urgently over Vincent ••.
20

A) Diana removes a blood·soaked compress from Vincent'ss
20
temple, replacing it, wi th a clean one • - which she secures
with a fresh gauze wrap •••

21

B) Diana presses her ear to Vincent's chest to check
his heartbeat...

21

22

C) Diana uses a pen light to check the pupilar response
in each eye, satisfied with what she sees...

22

22A

*

*

*

D) Diana rummages through a vanity drawer, until she
22A
finds the p~escription antibiotic she's been looking for.
As she clutches it in her palm •••

*

CUT TO:
23

OMITTED

24

INT.

23 *

DIANA'S BEDROOM

LATER

24

Diana has done all she can do. Vincent's face is partially
obscured by his long hair -- tangled and matted. with her
fingers, she begins to comb his hair away.
On the night table is a basin filled with water and several
towels. She wets one of these, wrings it out, and gently
begins to wipe the dried blood and grime from Vincent's
face •••
DISSOLVE TO:
25

LATER

MORNING

25

Diana wrings out the last of the towels. Vincent seems to
be resting peacefully. Diana is exhausted, fighting back
sleep. She glances out the window .••
26

HER POV
the broad glow of morning's first light squeezes through
the drawn venetian blinds •••

26
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27

1

9.

RESUME DIANA

27

as she shifts her attention back to Vincent, regarding him
for a long moment •••

I

I

I

I

28

HER POV

PANNING

28

this incredible creature ••• HOLDING on his hand •••
29

RESUME DIANA

29

as she reaches tentatively ••• then takes the hand in her
own, examining it closely, the obvious power it contains •.•
30

INT.

DIANA'S LOFT

DAY

30

CAMERA PANS
Cathy's ·wall": the photographs, article., police
reports ••• until we
STAY ON DIANA
who is re-reading Bernie Spirko's article of a year ago,
with the headline visible: "WHAT DID THIS?" After a beat,
Diana moves to her desk and flips on her personal computer.
She sits before the glowing screen, accesses a file...
30A

INSERT SCREEN

*

30A

*

30B

*

The automatic heading reads:
CASE DIARY
FILE CODE ZF243
30B

RESUME DIANA
As she begins typing, CAMERA MOVES IN SLOWLY, and we hear
her voice •••
DIANA (OVER)
October tenth, 1989. Three-thirty
a.m.. Graveyard hunch paid off
this morning, just after midnight.
Hard to process the details. Hard
e~ough trying to explain to myself
what has happened ••• what I've
found.
(CONTINUED)
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10.

CONTINUED:

30B

Diana takes a moment as she looks up from the screen,
speaking aloud •••
DIANA
I found Vincent.
As she resumes typing •••
DIANA (OVER)
I found him at her grave •••
half dead .•• Do not know if
he's going to make it. Can't
call a doctor. I'm scared •••
disori~nted.
Even though he is
in the next room ••• it is
almost impossible to believe
he's really there. The thought
of him is too great to h01d in
my head •••
Suddenly, a terrifying ROAR stops Diana. Then another
roar.~~ a painful cry.
Diana bolts up, moving quickly
into:
31

INT.

BEDROOM

*
31

.DAY

where she witnesses Vincent, in the throes of a fever.
dream, as he claws through the sheets of her bed with one
powerful tear ••• before settling back into a fitful sleep.
32

*

*
*
32

DIANA
is terrified.
DISSOLVE TO:

33

INT.

DIANA'S LOFT

LIVING AREA

DAY

Diana removes a gun from her desk, checks to see that it's
loaded. As she snaps the chamber shut •••
DISSOLVE TO:

33
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/

34

INT.

DIANA'S LOFT

LIVING AREA

NIGHT

34

wash of moonlight finds Diana on a brocaded antique
chair, clutching her gun, watching over Vincent in the
dark. His breathing is labored, but he does not stir -heavily unconscious. Diana shifts in he~ chair, then
settles. The room is quiet, save for a stray horn or siren
that carries up from the street. Diana is utterly beat,
forcing herself to stay awake. She sips some cold coffee
from her mug •••

A

(~"">
'",,,.-,:

TIME DISSOLVE TO:
35

LATER

35

Diana has fallen asleep. A long beat ••• before the
hydraulic groan of the freight elevator starts her awake.
Her first impulse is to check Vincent: he's still out cold.
She shoves the gun behind the chair cushion, then stands
and hurries out into the:
36

36

LIVING AREA

as the elevator rises to a stop, Diana is already there.
MARK stands inside the elevator, a carry bag over his

shoulder. Neither moves to open the steel grate that
separates them.
MARK

*
*
*
*
*

Hi -.. •

DIANA

(quickly)
You can't stay, Mark.

I'm sorry.

Mark is taken aback by her abruptness.
MARK

Can I at least come in?

*

When Diana doesn't answer ...
MARK

You're working •.•
Diana opens the grate and steps into the elevator ..•

*

DIANA
Come on, I'll ride down with you.
She begins to close the gate when Mark catches it.
(CONTINUED)

*
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*
36

CONTINUED:

36
MARK

(distant)
That's okay.
Diana hears the edge in his voice •••
DIANA

Mark ••
MARK

You said Saturday.
DIANA

know

I

I

did.

Don't get mad.

MARK

am mad. I think
to be mad •••

I

I

have a right

DIANA

I'm close on this one, Mark.
Her long look

d~ffuses

his

an~er.

Mark nods •••

MARK

Okay •••
Diana steps out of the elevator, turning as Mark closes
the gate. Diana raises her hand in a wave, and the
elevator engages, carrying Mark away. Diana exhales her
relief, then waits until the elevator sound stops. Then
she turns and faces the bedroom.
37

HER POV

38

RESUME DIANA,

37

THE CLOSE'D BEDROOM DOOR

38

as she crosses back to the door, hesitates, and then
quietly opens it.
39

IN THE BEDROOM

falls upon Vincent, his eyes now open.
head. Squints to see.
40

aIS POV

39

A RAY OF LIGHT

Be rolls his heavy

DIANA

as a backlit silhouette, light streaming in around her.
A distorted, fevered image.

40
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RESUME VINCENT

41

as he struggles to comprehend the image. He is terribly
weak, his voice thin, parched, and hollow...

*
*

VINCENT
(weakly)
Catherine ••• ?
42

CLOSE ON DIANA

42

Diana doesn't answer at once, unable to speak past the
strange mixture of fear and awe that rises within her.
Then:

*

DIANA

-- No •••
Vincent processes this:

*
*
*

remembers:

Catherine is dead.

*

DIANA
My name is Diana •••

I

Diana steps forward, tentatively, toward the brocaded
chair ••• and' the gun it hides.

~

I

43

OMITTED

43

44

VINCENT'S POV

44

As she approaches, the soft moonlight falls across her
face ••• a vision of ethereal beauty.
45

45

VINCENT

blinks, trying to focus •••
46

46

ANOTHER ANGLE

Diana reaches the chair and slowly withdraws the gun,
turning toward Vincent ••• whose eyes now close, as he
lapses back into unconsciousness. Diana exhales her
relief •••
DISSOLVE TO:

*
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*
47

INT.

DIANA'S LOFT

CU

BEDROOM

NIGHT

47

VINCENT

His brow glistening with sweat. His eyes flutter, then
spring open. He awakens, di~oriented, his eyes scanning
the room, the first burst of panic filling his brain.
With tremendous effort he lifts himself from the bed,
ROARING at the exertion. His first instinct is escape.
48

ANOTHER ANGLE

48

to reveal Diana as she slowly stands and backs into a
corner, clutching the gun at her side, tensed.
49

VINCENT

49

staggers forward.
49A

49A

HIS POV
distorted, unfocused, as he approaches the door.
of pain and rage in his throat.

~
......
\

50

Sounds

50

DIANA
watches, terrified ••• as:

Ii

~
i

51

51

VINCENT
raises an arm, and with a single blow obliterates the
dooi. But the strain is too great, his legs buckle
underneath him, £orcing him to his knees ••• and finally
to the ground, unconscious.

52

DIANA

52

sags, letting her weight slide her down against the wall,
crouching_
53

53

HIGH SHOT
Vincent sprawled among the refuse -- and Diana still
hunkered in the corner.
FADE OUT
END OF ACT ONE
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15.
ACT TWO

FADE IN:
54

INT.

DIANA'S BEDROOM

DAY

THE WINDOW

54

diffuses the morning light.
CAMERA SLOWLY PANS the room,
taking in last night's damage ••• PASSING Diana, who is
sitting in the chair once again, gun in her lap, staring
*
through weary eyes like the lone survivor of some battle •.•
then FINDS Vincent on the floor where he fell last night.
Vincent stirs ••• then his eyes open slowly.
55

ANOTHER ANGLE
Diana tenses ••• as Vincent suddenly sees her, and lifts
himself to a si tting posi tion. He's still ext.remely weak
and exhausted. His voice haggard and desperate.

55

*
*
*

VINCENT
Where am 11
Diana struggles to get the ,-,ords out; trapped wa·y down in
her throat •••
DIANA
In my loft.
(then)
I ,found you in the graveyard •••
behind st. Clio's.
VINCENT
(searching)
I ••• don't remember.
(then)
I must go •••
But as h~ prepares to stand, a tremendous wave of pain
and nausea passes over him, his body convulsing ••• He
raises a hand to touch his forehead. Blood has squeezed
up again through the gauze bandages and it comes away on
his hand.

*

*
*
*

DIANA
You were hurt. You've lost a lot
of blood.
VINCENT
(realizing)
You brought me ••.
But his voice trails off ••• He grimaces as his head
thunders in pain.

*
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ANOTHER ANGLE

16.

FAVORING DIANA

56

as she rises to her feet, extremely worried for him.
approaches him tentatively •
. DIANA
You're safe here.
rest.

She

You need to

Vincent looks up at her through the pain _. she's close
to him now _. and he sees the concern in her face. His
eyes want to close but he continues to regard this
courageous woman for a moment longer ••• before allowing
unconsciousness to blacken around him a~ain.
Diana moves back to the bed, pulls off the quilt, and then
returns to Vincent, gently covering him.

*
*
*
*
*

'.

*
*

DISSOLVE TO:
57

CATHY'S "WALL"

57

as a HEAVYBLACltDROPCLOTH falls over it.
58

INT •.

DIANA'S L.OFT

NIGHT

where Diana has just covered
desk, upon which the gun now
in the top drawer ••• glances
the drawer. She crosses the
quietly inside:
59

INT.

BEDROOM

And we are:
58

the "wall." She moves to her
rests. Diana places the gun
at the bedroom, then shuts
loft to her bedroom and steps

NIGHT

•
•

S9

wnere Vincent sleeps on the floor. Perched on the
windowsill is a clock/radio: its glowing red numerals read
4:10. Diana sits in the chair adjacent to the bed,
covering herself wi ththe blanket folded over' the armrest.
And as she watches Vincent •••
MATCH DISSOLVE TO:
60

DIANA SLEEPING

60

in the chair, bars of morning sunlight streaming across her
face.
61

REVERSE ANGLE
to reveal Vincent on the floor, watching her .•. studying
her.

61
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INT. DIANA'S BEDROOM

17.
MORNING

62

The light streams in through drawn venetian' blinds -beyond that, the room remains dark. After a moment, Diana
stirs ••• and awakens to find that Vincent has been watching
her. Then:
VINCENT
I know you •••
After a long puzzled moment, Diana shakes her head.
DIANA
I don't think so

*

VINCENT
Yes.

*

As if to demonstrate his conviction, Vincent tries to push
himself upright, but the pain in his head stops him. Diana
finds herself moving"quickly to hi~.
DIANA
Vincent •••
VINCENT
. (looking up; through
the pain)
You know my name •••
This stops Diana.

Then:

DIANA
Let me help you.
In the following complicated moment, Diana overcomes her
fear and tentativeness ••• as Vincent allows her to support
him, using the little strength he has to stand. Together
they move toward the bed, where Vincent sits down heavily.

*

VINCENT
Bow long have I been here?
DIANA
Three days.
Now Vincent regards her ••• and suddenly he remembers,
his eyes truly alert for the first time.
VINCENT
You were in Catherine's apartment.
Diana watches him, waiting for what this portends.
VINCENT
•.• and below, in her basement.

*
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ANOTHER ANGLE

63

Diana is astounded by Vincent's knowledge.
VINCENT
I saw you •••

*

Diana realizes that Vincent is speaking the truth. They
regard one another with wary anticipation ••• each wondering
just how much the other knows.
VINCENT
Tell me why •••

*

When she doesn't answer at once:
VINCENT
please •••

*

Then:
DIANA
I'm with the police department •••
She waits for some response, but Vincent remains impassive,
his eyes imploring her to continue.
DIANA
I was •••
(corrects herself)
I'm still investigating Catherine
Chandler's death.

*

Vincent's sorrow is intensified by his weakened state.

*

VINCENT
(powerfully)
Her murder.

*

DIANA
Yes •••
(then)
I thought you could help me •••

*

*

When Vincent doesn't respond •.•

*

DIANA
(gently)
Vincent •••
(CONTINUED)
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*
63

CONTINUED:

63

(~~'\
'L.,,~ ,~~.,j

Vincent reacts to the sound of his name. Sensing this,
Diana pulls open her night table drawer, and fishes out
a slim volume of Shakespeare. She hands him the book.
DIANA
I know your name £rom the
inscription •••
Vincent weighs the book in his ha~d, another tangible
reminder of the love he has lost. Finally, he opens
it •••
,-'

, DIANA
I've been trying to find you •••
But Vincent is still engro,ssed in the pages.
DIANA
And ,now I'm trying to
understand •••
Vincent lifts his eyes to her, wfth all their
power.

myster~

and

VINCENT
These sonnets ••• she would read
to me. I see the words ••• but
it is her voice I hear.
Always, her voice ••• reminding
JIle •••

••• as he sadly closes the volume.
VINCENT
••• that she is gone.
And he returns the book to Diana, who is overwhelmed by
the passion and d-epth of Vincent's language. She can
only look at him in wonder ..• and she hesitates before
speaking the lines she knows will impact upon him.
DIANA
"Though lovers be lost love shall
not;/ And death shall have no
dominion."
Vincent's look drills into her.
vibrates.

The long moment

DIANA
I didn't mean to ...
(CONTINUED)

------.------~----~---~-----
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*
63

CONTINUED:

(2)

63

VINCENT
You could never know .•• how
those words live in my heart •••
burn in my heart.
Here Vincent bows his head, holding his temples, battling
the fatigue.
DIANA
You're tired.
She moves

t~

his side.

DIANA
You should sle~p.
With her hand she eases him into a reclining position.
Vincent closes his eyes.
CUT TO:
64

INT.

UPPER TUNNELS

NIGHT

LONG FOCAL LENGTH

A 'point of light at the far end of the tunnel.
Approaching .•• until two figures become visible in the
darkn~ss.
MOUSE carries an old ship's lantern. Beside
him is BROOKE. She cradles a tied bundle of supplies in
her arms. Their progress is deliberate, paced, as if
they've already trav~lled a great distance.
BROOKE
How much further?
MOUSE
Close •.• very close ...
They continue a few steps more, as Brooke tries to orient
herself. She's been here before, but something seems
different. She stops.
BROOKE
You sure this is the right way?
Mouse holds the lantern up to the tunnel wall,looks
around. Then
MOUSE
Has to be.
! '

~I

(CONTINUED)

64
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CONTINUED:

*

AS they move out of frame, we:

I

1

64

BROOKE,
Come on, let's hurry.

j

I

21.

CUT TO:
65

,INT.

TUNNELS

OUTSIDE VINCENT'S NEW CHAMBER

Mouse and Brooke arrive at the entrance to Vincent's new
chamber. No light escapes from the blackness inside.
Mouse peers in through the craggy rock opening •••
vincent •••

*

MOUSE
vincent?

Mouse turns to Brooke, shrugs, and with the lantern
leading the way, they both proceed into the darkness.
66

65

IN THE CHAMBER

*
66

Mouse rests the lantern on top of a low wooden bench •..
where Brooke places her bundle beside two identical
*
bundles, untouched. She unties one of the other bundles,
spreading the cloth, and reveals two round loaves of
uneaten bread and a wedge of hard cheese inside. She looks
up at Mouse.
BROOKE
He hasn't been here for at least
three days •••

*

Worriedly, Mouse holds up a dish candle holder, with wax
melted all down the sides. CAMERA MOVES IN on the
intricate wax design, as we:
DISSOLVE TO:
67

INT.

FATHER'S CHAMBER

DAY

67

WILLIAM and MARY are with Father. All of them are deeply
troubled by what Mouse and Brooke are telling them, but
William tries to put the best face on it.
WILLIAM
Vincent's gone off by himself
before ••• sometimes for days at
a time .•• maybe he just wanted
to be alone •••
(CONTINUED)

*
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r

CONTINUED:

67

Ir-,\,

\

" " ~."

.

Was alone.
Exile.

MOUSE
Worse than alone.

WILLIAM
••• by his own choice.
Brooke is defensive about visiting Vincent, Mouse defiant
and unrepentent.
BROOKE
We were only bringing him some
fresh candles •••
And food.

MOUSE
Needs to eat.

BROOKE
(to Father, Mary)
We help one another ••• that's what
you taught me •••
MARY

(gently)
Yes ••• but we can't force Vincent
to accept help he does not want .••
MOUSE
Mouse can.
Mary sighs;
getting it.

William rolls his eyes. Mouse just isn't
But Father stuns both of them.

FATHER
Mouse is right.
MARY

Father, what are you saying?
FATHER
The choice Vincent made, he made
to keep us safe ••• can we do any
less for him? He's missing.
Sur'ely that is what's important
now •••
WILLIAM
We don't know that he's in any
danger •••
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

23.

(2)

67

Father knows; he's known on some deep, primal level since
the night he saw the beggar's comet in the mirror pool.
But he's too rational a man to speak of that easily.
FATHER
And if we're wron9, we risk
looking foolish ••• but if we're
ri ght •••
The others exchange glances. There's no answer to that.
Exile or no, if Vincent is truly in peril, none of these
people could abandon him. Father turns back to Mouse.
FATHER
Mouse, you said you brought
Vincent a note three days ago •••
_ MOUSE
••• from Elliott Burch •••
FATHER
What was the message?
Mouse is wary, guilt-stricken; he's not supposed to read
the notes. Brooke urges him to come clean.
BROOKE
Go on, Mouse ••• tell him •••
MOUSE
Compass Rose. Meet me.
news.

Good

A silent moment as they all digest that; Vincent went up
to a rendezvous from which he has not returned. Father
lets all the implications get to his feet, then comes to,
a deci.sion, rises.
MARY

Father, what are we going to do?
FATHER
(calm)
Something we should have done a
long time ago •••
His voice is full of quiet determination, and we know he's
made a decision ••• like Vincent, the time has come for
Father to risk everything for the son he loves.
DISSOLVE TO:
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INT.

D.A.'S OFFICE

24.
DAY

68

Joe is walking down the corridor, when Diana catches up to
him. He shoots her a pissed look, continues walking.
69

MOVING WITH THEM

69

DIANA
I'm sorry, Joe •••

*

JOE
I cancelled a major depo this
.morning because you promised me
a progress report •••
I know.

DIANA
I said I was sorry.

Joe stops1to face Diana directly outside his office, while
PEOPLE continue to stream past •••

*

JOE
So where is it?
DIANA
I didn't bring it •••
JOE
You didn't bring it?
DIANA
Actually ••• I don't have a
progress report.

*

JOE
Wait a second here. I'm confused.
You said, "Joe I have news ••• "
DIANA
Joe .- I'm taking myself off the
case.
Joe can only look at her dumbfounded.

Finally:

JOE
what are you talking about?
Joe is blown away by this.

He takes her by elbow •••

JOE
Come in here •••

*

*
*
*
*

(CONTINUED)
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25.
69

CONTINUED:

... practica1ly dragging her into:
69A

*

HIS OFFICE

69A

Be closes the door, and then turns to confTont her.
JOE
Now tell me what the hell is going
on.
DIANA

You heard me, Joe.
,JOE
Why are you doing this?
DIANA

Because I need some down t.ime.
JOE
"Down time." What does that mean,
down time? A week ago you're
talking roses and tunnels and
Vincent .. how close we are to
him -- and now •••
DIANA

Now I need to step away for a
while.

*

J.oe sucks in, a deep breath. When he speaks the anger has
drained from from his voice, replaced by the much deeper
hurt of betrayal.
I

JOE
You're holding something back.
What?
Diana doesn't flinch.
DIANA

I'm not.
I

JOE
don't believe you.
DIANA

(warning him to back
off)

~

...

A tense beat as they regard one another.
Then, she
moves past Joe, leaving him utterly alone.

*
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69B

OUTSIDE JOE'S OFFICE

69B

*

69C

MOVING WITH DIANA

69C

*

as she walks through the bustling office ••• finally
stopping to lean against the wall from the weight of her
decision.

*

CUT TO:
70

CATHY'S "WALL"

70

SLOWLY PANNING the photos, articles •••
71

REVERSE ANGLE

71

to reveal Vincent (CU) as he examines this skewed
reflection of himself ••• of his love for Catherine ••• and
of the woman called Diana. And we are:
72

INT.

DIANA'S LOFT

DAY

72

After a long moment, Vincent hears the rising ELEVATOR.
73

DIANA
opens the metal gr.ate.
short at the sight of:

74

73

She steps into her loft, and stops

VINCENT
who lets the corner of the dropcloth fall before turning
toward her. His full stature is awesome ••• but there is
something in his eyes which is even more unsettling ..•

74

*
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*
75

ANOTHER ANGLE

75

Diana sees the pain in his eyes.
tentative •••

She steps closer to him,

DIANA
That wall is my work •••
VINCENT
It is a wall of half truths •••
and shadows.

I'; -

i:
!

DIANA
Maybe •••
VINCENT
(indicating wall)
You will discover nothing
there. You only threaten
the lives of those Catherine
loved.
How?

~
I~ ... _'"

DIANA
How do I threaten them?

When Vincent doesn't answer, Diana moves even closer,
unafraid.
DIANA .
This wall is for me.
I don't
share it with anyone.
A beat ••• as Diana tries to explain her process further.
DIANA
I try to live inside people •••
surround myself with them •••
penetrate their minds. And
sometimes ••• most of the time •••
what I find frightens me •••
Diana stops before him.
DIANA
But I believe in what I do.
if I hurt you •••

And

Diana trails off, remorseful in her silence. Vincent says
nothing for a long moment. When he finally speaks, his
voice trembles with emotion and understandi~g.
VINCENT
You were trying to spare me from
myself •••
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

75

wanting nothing but the truth between them, Diana moves
past Vincent, pulls aside the dropcloth, exposing the
wall. She turns to him ••• and i~ is as though her
action has somehow challenged them to a new level of
honesty.

*
*
*

DIANA

All I ever have are a few
scattered facts ••• like seeds.
And if I'm lucky, they take root
somewhere in my imagination •••
VINCENT
But there was no imagining me •••
DIANA

*
*
*
*
*

No. • •
On this first true moment of trust and possibility between
them •••

*

CUT TO:
76

EXT.

STREETS

DAY

76

Brief.case in hand, Joe navigates the lunch hour crowd on
foot. Be makes it to the corner, where he step out onto
the street and raises an arm. Immediately, a cab veers out
of traffic, stopping at the curb. Joe climbs in.
CUT TO:
77

INT.

CAB

CONTINUOUS

77

Joe addresses the CABBIE.
JOE
Federal Courthouse, please.
Joe settles back in his seat, as the cabbie scribbles in
his logbook for an unusually long time.
Finally, Joe leans
forward.
JOE
I'm in kind of a rush •••
The Cabbie looks back over his shoulder, nods vaguely, and
then goes back to the logbook. The heat rises in Joe's
face, and he's a second away from anger, when •••
..• the cab door opens and a figure blurs in beside him.
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

77
JOE

What the hell
Father regards him evenly.
FATHER
00 you mind if we share?

As h~ pulls the door closed behind him ••• and the cab
instantly lurches into'motion.
78

ON JOE

78

His eyes wary and alive.
FADE OUT:
END OF ACT TWO,

!L
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ACT THREE
FADE IN:
79

INT.

CAB

DAY

We're now MOVING through the streets.

79

Fast.

JOE
what the hell is this?!
FATHER
Please, don't be alarmed
The cab takes a sharp right into a quiet alley •••
JOE
Hey! The Courthouse is
downtown.
FATHER
Mr. Maxwell -JOE
(overriding)
stop this thing right now!
The cabbie looks back at Father, who nods. The cab slows
and the pulls to a halt in the middle of the alley. Joe
reaches for the door handle.
FATHER
Mr. Maxwell .But Joe cranks the handle anyway and pushes open the
door.
FATHER
(urgent)
I know y6u're a good man.
Please listen to me.

*
*

Joe hesitates ••• and then steps out of the cab anyway.
Father follows him out his own door.
FATHER
I have some information regarding
Elliot Burch.
(CONTI~UED)

30.
79

CONTINUED:

79

Now Joe comes around the trunk, approaching Father.
JOE
Who are you?
FATHER
I'm a friend of Catherine
Chandler.
Joe regards him intently.
JOE
Okay .•• I'm listening •••
Father steadies himself.
FATHER
I know where Elliot Burch was the
night he disappeared •••
JOE
Where?
FATHER
I came to you •.• because I need
some information as well.
JOE
I'll only tell you what I can.
Father,nods: that's fair enough.
JOE
Where was Burch?
FATHER
On board a ship called the Compass
Rose •••

-

JOE
Are you sure?
FATHER
Yes •••
JOE
The same Compass Rose that was
tied up on the East River?
FATHER
I believe so ..•
(CONTINUED)
!
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31.

(2)

79

JOE
It exploded and burned down to
its water line three nights ago •••
Father is staggered by the implications of this •••
FATHER·
Dear God •••
After a beat:
JOE
How do you know this?

*

FATHER
From Elliot Burch •••

*

JOE
He told you himself?

*

When Father doesn't answer him.
JOE
Who are you?
(then)
Is your name Vincent?
Father slowly raises his eyes to meet Joe's.
FATHER
No ... my name is Jacob.
JOE
Jacob what?
FATHER
Maxwell ••• Were there any
bodies found?

~r.

JOE
Not yet •.•
FATHER
What do you mean, "not yet?"
JOE
They have divets in the water
today.
(then)
Look ••• If there'S anything you
can tell me about cathy's death .•.
Father shakes his head ..•
FATHER
Believe me: I would tell you if
I could.
(CONTI~UED)

,.

r.~
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-

i
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*

8sc

CONTINUED:

8se
JOE
I'm ordering you back on this
case.
DIANA
You can't do that.
JOE
I'm the District Attorney,
remember? Executive privilege.
And I can do a helluva lot more
than order you on a case •••
DIANA
So basically you're
threatening me •••

The word doesn't sit well with Joe, who tries once more
to help her understand.
JOE
Something is happening right
in front of us ••• and I think
you're the only one who knows
what it is. I won't let go of
that.

/A

~
\,,,,~--.,,.

Diana glares at him, but Joe holds her challenging look •.
As she starts for the front door •••
DIANA
I'm calling the Commissioner •••
JOE
I spoke to him an hour ago.
Diana stop.s, pinned •••
JOE
I don't care if you hate my
guts. Just weigh whatever
you're holding back against
your job and your pension, and
call me in the morning •••
Joe turns and walks 6ff into the night, leaving Diana
trembling with anger and confusion •••
CUT TO:
86

OMITTED

86*
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DIANA'S LOFT

40.

- 41.

NIGHT

87

*

Diana reaches to pull open the elevator gate, angry over
her scene with Joe. She steps into the darkened 10ft,
her eyes roaming the shadows for Vincent ••• but he is
nowhere to be seen. She crosses quietly to the c1os~d
bedroom door. Knocks softly •••

DIANA
Vincent •••
She pushes in.
88

HER POV

THE BED

88

Rumpled but empty in a wash of moonlight.
'89

RESUME DIANA

CLOSE SHOT

89

turning sharply back into the loft.~. a fear building
inside her. The magnitude of her miscalculation •••
CUT TO:
90

EXT.

DIANA'S LOFT

ROOF GARDEN

NIGHT

A stirring wind ~oves there ••• as Diana comes out into the
cold.
But Vinc~nt isn't here either •••
Hugging herself against the chill, she moves farther out on
the roof for a vista of downtown. 'There is loss in her
enigmatic expression ••• but also all the mystery and
possibility in the nighttime city spread out before her. A
life changed forever •••
FADE OUT:
END OF ACT THREE

90

42.
ACT FOUR
FADE IN:
91

INT.

CHAMBER OF THE FALLS

NIGHT

91

Father sits on a ledge, leaning upon his cane with both
hands ... lost in thought. The rushing water is like music
for his meditation ••. and from this soothing sound, one
voice suddenly distinguishes itself .••
VINCENT (O.S.)
Father •••
Father looks up, as:

92

92

ANOTHER ANGLE
Vincent stands before him.
FATHER
Thank God •••
Father's ebullience carries him into Vincent's arms.
FATHER
Thank God you're all right.
They embrace for a long, powerful

~oment

..•

FATHER
where have you been?
VINCENT
(a thoughtful beat)
Healing.
Father pulls back to regard Vincent, knowing -- and
accepting -- Vincent's choice not to tell Father any more.
FATHER
For days now, I've been wrestling
with my worst fears •.. trying to
prepare myself for ...
Father breaks off as he remembers these fears ••.
overwhelmed by the memory.
VINCENT
I'm sorry to cause you such
worry .••
(CONTINUED)
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CONTINUED:

92

Being reminded of his neglected responsibily to Father
makes Vincent miserable. He steps to the ledge and looks
out thoughtfully over the chasm.
Father moves to his
side ••.

.

VINCENT
Elliot Burch is dead.

Father reacts.
FATHER
••• What happened?
VINCENT
He nearly betrayed me .•• but in
the end, he sacrificed his life
for mine.

\

,

Beyond this, Vincent offers no further explanation.
looks at him for a ~ong moment •••

Father

FATHER
When will it be over?

Off Vincent's silence:
""FATHER
(gently)
Tell me, Vincent:

when?

VINCENT
(heartfelt)
I don't know.

Father is grateful for Vincent's obvious love, but he still
hears the determinatioh to continue in his voice. A long
beat, as he tries to control his conflicting emotions.
Finally:
FATHER
Something about the,water .••
the
sound of the water ••. drew me here
when you were gone.
VINCENT
Like a lost language •••
FATHER
could
sit here without
Yes. • • I
I
just
listened .•. and
thinking.
I
understood.
pretended

Vincent regards him with close knowledge.
(CONTINUED)

48.
97

CONTINUED:

97

She enters the yawning blackness.
CUT TO:
98

INT.

DRAINAGEDUCT

CONTINUOUS

98

Diana proceeds down the concrete tunnel, the gentle splash;
of water underfoot, resounding. She reaches the
99

TUNNEL JUNCTION

99

A gust of wind passes. She pauses, exam1n1ng the rubble of
the demolished sliding door at her feet.
Somehow she'd
expected something different •.• something indicative of
Vincent's immediate presence. But nothing •••
She wends her way through thE debris, and pauses in the
circular opening, peering down the descending concrete
tunnel •••
100

HER POV

-' THE TUNNEL

100

curving into unknown darkness. A RUMBLE engenders there,
and another wind rushes towards her~
101

RESUME

101

DIANA

as she averts her head, allowing the warm air to wash over
her on its way out into the Park. Once it has passed,
Diana sags a little, overcome with the futlity bf her.
mission and with the posslbility that Vincent may be lost
to her forever •••
A SCRATCHING SOUND behind her.
Diana slowly about-faces to see .••
102

HER POV

102

A DRAPED FIGURE

slumped against the far wall in the deep shadows, nearly
obscured to her.' But very much as Vincent might appear .••
103

RESUME SCENE

103

DIANA

as she squints to see better •..
(CONTINUED)

49.

103

CONTINUED:

103

DIANA
. Vincent ..• ?
.•. and then decides to move closer.
DIANA
(approaching)
Vincent •••
The figure flinches slightly, as if in pain •.•
DIANA
Is that you?
The folds of the blanket part, revealing a charcoalstreaked FACE ••• and then the barrel of a .38 .special.
FACE
'Fraid not, lady •••
Diana b.~ks up one quick step, ~hen she hears a flint CLICK
to her right. Her eyes jump there.
104

HER POV

A POCKET LIGHTER

104

emitting its small burst of flame in the blackness of the
second tunnel. A hand guides the flickering yellow fire to
a glass pipe, heating a tiny crystalline rock in the
chamber. As the rock vaporizes, CAMERA adjusts to show
a mouth drawing in the poison ... hol,ding it in, then
exhaling.
The CRACK MAN's eyes glaze over, flooey.
And
then a smile.
105

105

DIANA
registering her distaste •.. and fear.

106

106

BACK TO CRACK MAN
still smiling •••

107

CLOSE ANGLE

107

THE GUN

trained but unsteady .••
108

RESUME SCENE

108

DIANA

raises her hands, waist high, palms forward ...
(CONTINUED)

50.
108

CONTINUED:

108

Okay guys.

DIANA
Be cool

She starts, ever so slowly, to back away .•.
DIANA
I'm a cop ••• I've got help
outside -When she suddenly backs right into a THIRD MAN, who grabs
her violenty around the neck and waist, pressing her
against him with numbing strength.
109

TIGHT ON DIANA
Struggling ••• but

110

109
co~pletery

overpowered •••

NEW ANGLE

110

The Third Man breaking her to the ground •••• pressing a
knee in her spine. With one hand, he holds her head in the
dirt. With the other, he reaches to Face.
THIRD MAN
Gimme the gun .•••
Face looks to Crack Man ..• who doesn't even blink, eyes
wide.
THIRD MAN
Gimme the gun •••
Face hands over the gun. Third Man cocks the hammer •.•
bringing it down towards Diana's head, when a ROAR shatters
the stillness.
Third Man wheels and FIRES wildly at the
sound but -111

CU

VINCENT

111

is already upon him from another angle ..• He hoists him off
Diana and rams him up against the iron gate •.• the gun going
off again loudly.
!

112

ANGLE

DIANA

watching in horror from the ground as

112
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